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HTC One Otterbox cases available from Mobile Fun

Following the announcement of the new flagship HTC smartphone, the HTC One; UK online
retailer Mobile Fun are pleased to report that they'll be stocking the HTC One Otterbox
Defender.

Birmingham, West Midlands (PRWEB UK) 20 February 2013 -- UK online retailer Mobile Fun are pleased to
report that they'll be stocking the Otterbox Defender case for the newly announced HTC flagship smartphone,
the HTC One.

Packed with new features, the HTC One looks set to impress with a 4.7" 1080p display and 1.7GHz quad core
processor. Where the HTC One stands out from the crowd though is with additions such as HTC Zoe and HTC
BoomSound.

HTC Zoe allows users to create gif like three second images which can easily be shared through email and
social media. BoomSound on the other hand uses dual front facing speakers and microphones for a fully
immersed audio experience and clear audio recording.

To help keep the gorgeous body of the HTC One protected at all times, Mobile Fun have sourced the Otterbox
Defender Series for HTC One in both white and silver or black colour variations.

The Otterbox Defender combines three hard wearing layers of protection to ensure that the HTC One remains
looking newer and fully functioning for longer. The Otterbox HTC One case even uses plugs to keep the ports
of the phone protected and free from damage when they aren't in use.

Layer one of protection for the HTC One is a polycarbonate shell which prevents any scrapes and scratches
from damaging the One. Layer two is a silicone skin, helping to absorb all shocks from bumps and drops;
whereas the final layer is a thermal formed screen protector to stop the display of the HTC One from becoming
damaged.

The Defender Series HTC One cover also comes complete with a handy swivel belt clip which can be used to
attach the One to a belt hook or bag for easy access and transport. The One can be used with belt holster either
facing inwards or outwards, depending on whether the user wants extra protection or ease of use.

Offering complete protection to the super smart new HTC One, the Otterbox Defender Series is available for
pre-order now at Mobile Fun.

-ENDS-
About Mobile Fun

Birmingham based MobileFun.co.uk is the UK's biggest online retailer of mobile phone accessories, sim free
phones, tablet accessories and e-reader accessories.

Mobile Fun has offices in the UK, USA, Germany, Spain and France and delivers products to over 50 countries
worldwide

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.mobilefun.co.uk/otterbox-defender-series-for-htc-one-white-silver-p38237.htm
http://www.mobilefun.co.uk/otterbox-defender-series-for-htc-one-white-silver-p38237.htm
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Mobile Fun were recently named the 'Best Accessory Retailer' 2012 at the What Mobile Awards and won the
title of Online Retailer of the Year' at the Mobile News Awards 2012 for the second year running.
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Contact Information
Laura Hogan
Mobile Fun
http://www.mobilefun.co.uk/
08442495079

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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